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Spring 2022 Pasture Management Plan (Mid-April to Early June)

Gelding Herd:
Field: North Side of West in the Electric Fence Pen.
Horses: Big, Reiner, Dante, Q, Doc, Chuck, Wolf, Gypsy, Regalo, Morgan, Rowan.

Mare Herd:
Field: South Side of West in the Electric Fence Pen by Solar Waterer.
Horses: Rapsodia, Sonata, Jewels, Annie, Sue, Jill, Allegra, Maxine, Sarah.

Mixed Diet Herd (Will only be formed once the grass comes up depending on the weather)
Field: Back Diet Area in West Pasture
Horses: Jill, Reiner, Allegra, Regalo, Sue, Zorion.

Senior Herd
Field: Pond Pasture
Horses: Missy, Shiloh, Stinky, Balloo, Susie.

Feeding: The horses in the West will still feed hay as needed, even though there is lots of forage
in the back pasture, it is still lacking nutrients in the early months of spring, so supplementation
is still required.

Electric Fences: By placing the horses in the West Pasture in electric fence paddocks we can
keep the Mare and Gelding herd separate as well as always have the horses be located closer for
easy owner accessibility in addition to this fencing the West Pasture will still allow residents
access to the burn pile and not block either of the main gates for community access to walking
paths or K country still allowing for full use around the horse pastures without having to walk or
ride their bikes though the horse herds.

Holding Pens: We will also be placing holding pens for both herds in the back in a similar style
to the front pastures, this allows staff and owners to have a temporary place to put their horses
for care and feeding. These pens are to be used for staff duties as a priority and then when not
in use by staff they can be used by owners.
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Summer 2022 Pasture Management Plan (Early to Mid-June Depending on grass
growth and pasture health)

Gelding Herd:
Field: Condo Pasture
Horses: Big, Dante, Q, Doc, Chuck, Wolf, Gypsy, Regalo, Morgan, Rowan, Fin.

Mare Herd:
Field: Ravine
Horses: Sonata, Jewels, Annie, Sue, Maxine, Sarah, Diva. Maybes (Rapsodia, Tia and Teddy)?

Senior Herd
Field: Gate Pasture
Horses: Missy, Shiloh, Stinky, Balloo, Susie

Mixed Diet Herd
Field: Corner Pasture in condo. Can rotate between there and back pasture as needed.
Horses: Jill, Reiner, Allegra, Regalo,Zorion, Sue?

- The Gelding herd is better suited for the condo for summer pasture as they have a larger
number of horses, and we will likely have more mares coming and going in the summer
with it easier for introductions to have use of the Q pen.

Southwest Corner of the Pond Pasture: Can be used as a short-term spare pasture for visiting
horses or horses that need to be temporarily removed from grass or herd not for long term use.

Barn Paddock: To be used for Medical Issues SB horses only, short term horse stays (under 2
week) or Q-Pen.

Fall 2022 Pasture Management Plan: Still in the process of planning depends on
grass health and this year’s growing season and horses on property.

Senior Herd

Field: Gate Pasture
Horses: Missy, Balloo, Susie, Stinky, Shiloh
● Horses in Question: Wolf, Doc.
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Notes for all Owner:

- Feeding Treats: Please do not feed any horses that are not your own, we have many
horses on the property with health issues that cannot get certain feed or have behaviour

issues related to food. This helps to keep all owners and horses on the property safe.
- Deworming: We will be informing everyone when it is deworming season, please be

careful of your dogs in the horse pastures eating poo at that time as the drugs that are
passed into the manure can be dangerous for them for 48 hours after.

- Pasture management: The plan is subject to change based off-of growing season,
owners will be apprised once a decision change has been made.

- Herd Moving: We will give a week’s notice to any moving of herds so all owners can be
aware of any herd movements as we understand the pastures are used by all residents.

- Grazing Muzzles: Many owners may notice that there are several horses out in the
pastures wearing grazing muzzles, these are used to slow down and restrict the horses

eating which may be necessary due to weight or metabolic issues. The muzzles still allow
for the horse to eat 40-50 percent of what they would without a muzzle but just at a
slower rate helping to control weight and reduce the chance of an insulin spike in the

horses that have metabolic issues. It also increases the amount the horses move in the
field and allows them to be able to stay out in the pastures with their friends. If owners
have any concerns or questions, please feel free to reach out to the staff for additional

grazing muzzle information.

Square Butte Horse Information of Importance:

Name
of
Horse

Field On Paid
Program

Blankets Prevy Precend Feed Founder Colic Other
Super
Important

Missy Senior X X X X X
Stinky Senior X X X X
Baloo Senior X X X X Infection

prone
Big Senior X X X
Susie Senior X X X X Joints

weak/
Mobility

Shiloh Senior X X X Breathing
Problems

Dante Gelding X X
Regalo Gelding X Founder

Risk
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Zorion Gelding Founder
Risk

Morgan Gelding X X Metabolic
/Insulin
resistant

Reiner Gelding X X X X X X Metabolic
/Insulin
resistant

Chuck Gelding X X X Ulcers
and
colicky at
stress

Wolf Gelding X X X X Metabolic
/Insulin
resistant

Doc Gelding X X Chronic
Eye Ulcers

Rowan Gelding Check
Ligament
Surgery

Q Gelding
Dee Mare
Sarah Mare
Sonata Mare
Maxine Mare
Allegra Mare X Metabolic

/Insulin
resistant
Founder
Risk

Sue Mare
Annie Mare Strangles/

Vaccine
will kill
her

Jill Mare X X X Founder,
Colic, and
eyes
issues
(basically
everythin
g)

Jewels Mare X X Ulcers
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Grazing Muzzles: Please note that if anyone finds a grazing muzzle well walking in the pasture
we ask residents to please let staff know right away, as it most likely means one of the horses
has gotten theirs off and should be put back on as soon as possible.

- Horses who were muzzled full time: Morgan, Tia, Teddy (must have on), Annie (if on in
spring), Jill (if on pasture cannot be on grass without).

- Horses who wear muzzle’s part time: Zorion, Regalo

Important Horse Health Information
Please note the information below,

- Horses on certain drugs or medical conditions should not be given specific other drugs
that could affect an existing medical condition, or they could have a negative reaction

with their daily medication.
- Medical Quick Guide:

o Founder and laminitis:
▪ If it is suspected that a founder horse is at risk of an episode check for

digital plus, heat in the feet, a rocking back monition, or the hardening of
the neck. These are all signs of a laminitis episode and should be taken off
the pasture right away.

▪ Horses are at a higher risk of foundering in spring and fall when the sugar
in the grass is the highest or after the first frosts.

▪ Important to note that horses at risk of laminitis or founder should NEVER
get Dex or steroid based drugs as this can cause them to founder.

o Colic: We have several horses on the property that are prone to being colicky or
who have colic several in the past, horses are more prone to colic in times of
stress, rapid weather changes, feed change and dehydration. Obvious signs are a
horse biting or kicking at its stomach, getting up and laying down numerous
times, pawing and acting aggravated in an unusual manner. If anyone is
concerned about a horse’s behaviour, we always appreciate residents reaching
out right away so we can check to see if this is part of their normal behaviour or
if it is something out of the norm.

▪ Electrolytes can be given to the first sign of colic to any horse, they are
safe for all horses on any medication.

o Ulcer horses: To always have hay or forage with minimal grains.


